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Almtraet--Given a set of 3-D or 4-D scattered ata, methods are presented that yield a bivariate or 
trivariate function that interpolate or approximate the given data. The subroutine package includes 
Hardy's multiquadric interpolant and multistage methods with many options available to the user, thus 
several different interpolation and approximation methods can be generated. The options available in the 
multistage methods can be effectively used if the data set is noisy, rapidly varying or nonuniformly 
distributed. The computational nd storage requirements for the multistage methods are linear in the 
number of data points, thus they are efficient on large data sets. 
i .  INTRODUCTION 
Methods for interpolating and approximating 3-D and 4-D scattered ata are presented here. 
Given N 3-D points (Xk, yk,fk), where the (Xk, y,) are distinct, the interpolation problem is to find 
a bivariate function F(x, y) that satisfies F(xk, Yk) =fk, for k = 1 , . . . ,  N, while the approximation 
problem only requires that F(Xk, Yk)"~f*" Similarly, given N 4-D points (Xk, Yk, Zk,fk), where the 
(xk,y,, Zk) are distinct, the interpolation problem is to find a trivariate function F(x,y, z) that 
satisfies F(x,, y,, Zk)=fk, for k = 1, . . . ,  N, and the approximation problem is analogous. 
Scattered ata interpolation and approximation have several applications, including mineral 
exploration, computer-aided geometric design, medicine, earth crustal movement and weather 
analysis. The survey papers by Barnhill [1-3] and Schumaker [4] describe many of these applications 
and methods for solving the problem. Several bivariate scattered ata interpolants have been tested 
and compared by Franke [5, 6]. Among the many methods tested by Franke [5, 6], methods that 
performed well in that comparison included Hardy's [7] multiquadric method, the thin-plated 
splines of Duchon [8] and the minimum norm network method of Nielson [9], which is generalized 
in Nielson and Franke [10]. Although trivariate interpolation to 4-D data is actively being 
researched, there are only a few programs available for public use and there has not been an 
extensive comparison of these methods. Most bivariate interpolants that are based on Euclidean 
distance asily generalize to 4-D data, such as those in Hardy [7], Shepard [11] and Foley [12]. Other 
trivariate methods include the interpolant in Franke [13], the multistage approximations in Stead 
[14] and Barnhill and Stead [15], and the tetrahedral methods in Alfeld [16, 17] and Barnhill and 
Little [18]. 
There appears to be no single method that will effectively solve the interpolation problem on 
all of the data sets encountered by this author. For example, Hardy's multiquadric method is 
effective on the smooth, accurate and fairly uniformly distributed ata of Franke [5, 6], but this 
method is inefficient for large values of N and, as shown in Section 2, it is ineffective on some data 
sets that are not uniformly distributed. The purpose of this paper is to describe a set of FORTRAN 
subroutines that will yield an effective interpolant or approximation to 3-D and 4-D scattered ata. 
Included in this package are the subroutines HARDY2 and HARDY3, which are implementations 
of Hardy's multiquadric method that yield bivariate and trivariate interpolants, respectively. Each 
of these subroutines provides a default value for the parameter R 2 and an option for changing its 
value. The subroutines BIHASH and TRIHASH are multistage methods with many options that 
yield an interpolant or an approximation to 3-D and 4-D scattered ata, respectively. These 
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methods consist primarily of a local least-squares approximation or a local version of Hardy's 
method in the first stage, followed by a piecewise bicubic or tricubic Hermite interpolant to gridded 
data, and then optionally followed by a modified version of Shepard's [1l] method if interpolation 
is desired. If interpolation is not desired, then the result is a C ~ piecewise bicubic or tricubic 
approximation to the scattered ata. These multistage methods are generalizations of those in 
Foley [19] where error bounds are derived. These multistage subroutines have many options 
available and thus they can yield several different interpolation and approximation methods. A key 
advantage of the multistage methods is that the number of computations and the storage 
requirements are linear in N, the number of data points, whereas Hardy's method requires torage 
of the order of N 2 and the number of computations is of the order of N 3. There are also options 
available in the multistage methods that can be effective on noisy data, rapidly varying data and 
on nonuniformly distributed ata. 
There is no unique solution to the scattered data interpolation and approximation problem, thus 
several methods should be applied and their results should be displayed graphically. The 
subroutines presented in this paper allow the user to easily generate many interpolants and 
approximations. 
Although the multistage methods presented here are generalizations of those in Foley [19], these 
methods have evolved from the works of many. In Schumaker [20], a two-stage approximation to
scattered ata was formed by first interpolating the scattered ata and then smoothing the result 
with a bicubic spline. By iterating the Boolean sum approach in Barnhill and Gregory [21] with 
a two-stage method similar to that in Schumaker [20], the multistage interpolants in Foley [12, 22] 
and Foley and Nielson [23] included stages of local least-squares approximations, bicubic splines 
and various cattered data interpolants. In Carlson [24], Stead [14, 25] and Barnhill and Stead [15], 
similar local approximations and some local interpolants were used in the first stage. In addition 
to the positional data, they also used the partial derivatives of the first stage in forming a piecewise 
bicubic Hermite approximation. 
2. HARDY'S MULTIQUADRIC METHOD 
Hardy's multiquadric method, described in Hardy [8] and Franke [5, 6], is a scattered ata 
interpolant that is used in this package both as a global interpolant and in the multistage methods 
discussed in the following section as a local interpolant. It is included in this package because it
performs well on the smooth, accurate and approximately uniformly distributed data sets in Franke 
[5, 6] and because it easily generalizes to functions of three variables. 
Hardy's multiquadric interpolant M(x, y) is defined by 
N 
M(x, y) = ~ o~i[(x - xi): + (y - yi) 2 + R2] °~, (1) 
i=1  
where R2>0 and the ~ satisfy the N x N linear system of equations M(xk,yk)=fk ,  for 
k -- l , . . . ,  N. The subroutine HARDY2 is a straightforward implementation f this method that 
allows options for choosing the value of R 2. The coefficient matrix for this linear system is 
symmetric and the system is solved in this package using the LINPACK subroutines in Dongarra 
et al. [26]. Since the storage requirements are N 2 and the computational complexity is of the order 
of N 3 to solve the linear system, this method is inefficient for large values of N. The function 
M(x, y) is globally defined and it has continuous partial derivatives of all orders. 
The optimal choice for R E is an open research question, and experiments by the author, Carlson 
[24] and Tarwater [27] indicate that it depends on the number of data points, the distribution of 
the (xk,Yk) and the function values f, .  In Hardy [7], it is suggested that R is chosen to be 0.815 
times the average distance from one data point (Xk, Yk) to its nearest neighbor. Franke [5, 6] lets 
R be approx. 2.5 times the average distance to a data point's nearest neighbor. The value of R 2 
used in the subroutine HARDY2 is controlled by the two parameters IOPT and RF. If IOPT  = O, 
then R E has the default value of 4* A VG, where A VG is an approximation to the average distance 
squared from a data point (xi, y~) to its nearest neighbor. Compared with the choices of R by Hardy 
and Franke, our choice for R is approx. 2 times the average distance from a data point to its nearest 
neighbor, and thus our results are very similar to those generated by Franke [5, 6]. A VG is set equal 
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to (Xmax -- Xmi,) (Ymax --Ymin)/N, where Xma xis the maximum value of the Xk and the others are defined 
similarly. The motivation for A VG is that if the rectangle [xm~,, x,,a~] x [Ymin, Ymax] is divided into 
N squares of equal area, then each would have area AVG. Thus the distance squared of a side of 
the square is A VG, and this is used as a quick approximation to the average distance squared from 
one of the N data points to its nearest neighbor• 
Since the optimal choice of R 2 is not known, and since the scattered ata interpolation problem 
has no unique solution, different values of R 2 should be used and the results should be displayed 
graphically. I f lOPT  = 1, then R 2 is set to RF*AVG, and i f lOPT = 2, then R 2 is set to RF, where 
RF is input by the user. The motivation for IOPT = 2 is that it allows the user an arbitrary choice, 
while IOPT = 1 allows the user to choose a value that is a multiple of A VG, which may be used 
as an initial guess to an effective value of R:. I f  the default value of R 2 does not give satisfactory 
results, then a possible strategy is to use IOPT = 1 with different values of RF, such as 10, 1, 0.1 
and 0.01, and display the surfaces graphically• 
Figure 1 is a plot of Hardy's multiquadric method using the default value of R 2, IOPT = O, 
applied to the N = 33 point set in Franke [5, 6] generated by the test function 
Ft (x, y) = 0.75 exp[-0.25(9x - 2) 2 - 0.25(9y - 2) 2 ] 
+ 0.75 exp[ -  (9x + 1)2/49 - (9y + 1)/10] 
+ 0.5 exp[ -  0.25(9x - 7) 2 - 0.25(9y - 3) 2] 
- 0.2 exp[ -  (9x - 4) 2 - (9y - 7)2]. (2) 
The domain for this figure is [0, 1] × [0, 1], the boxes represent the given data (xk,Yk,fk), and the 
base plane represents a contour map of the surface above• Observed iscrete rrors are computed 
the same way as done by Franke [5, 6], by computing the difference from the known function 
F1 (x, y) at the 33 x 33 grid of points used to display the surface• The maximum absolute rror in 
Fig. 1 is 0.1375 and the mean absolute rror is 0.0187. This implementation f Hardy's multiquadric 
method using default values or R 2 has been applied to many of the other test data in Franke [5, 6], 
and the results are similar to those presented in the above reports• 
c3 
i ° 
Fig. 1. Hardy's multiquadric interpolant to the N = 33 points denoted by the boxes which are generated 
by F t (x, y), given in expression (2). 
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Fig. 2. Hardy's multiquadric interpolant applied to the N = 64 points of the Monterey Coast data. 
Figure 2 is a plot of the multiquadric method using the default value of R 2 applied to the N = 64 
data points represented by the boxes. This data set is referred to as the Monterey Coast data 
because it represents water temperature adings taken in the ocean near Monterey, Calif. The 64 
points (Xk, Yk,fk) are listed by Breaker [28] and Foley [19], and it is observed that the data nearly 
fall on tracks parallel to the x-axis. The domain for the surface shown in Fig. 2 is actually 
[2, 92.2] x [2, 127.6], but it is normalized to the unit square for plotting purposes. It should be noted 
that the givenfk data are in the interval [10.22, 14.25], while the interpolating function values range 
from - 17 to 52. Using significantly smaller values for R 2 yielded somewhat better esults, but the 
surfaces till exhibited undesirable oscillations. More desirable results on this data set are shown 
in the following section using multistage methods. 
3. B IVARIATE MULT ISTAGE METHODS 
The subroutine BIHASH is a multistage method than consists primarily of a local least-squares 
approximation or a local version of Hardy's multiquadric method in the first stage, followed by 
a piecewise bicubic Hermite interpolant to gridded data in the second stage, and then optionally 
followed by a modified version of Shepard's method in the third stage. This method can yield results 
that are similar to those generated by HARDY2 on the data sets in Franke [5, 6]. However, 
BIHASH is more efficient with respect o computational nd storage complexities on large data 
sets and it is often more effective on irregular data sets, such as the Monterey Coast data. If the 
data are noisy, then the third stage can be suppressed and the result is a piecewise bicubic 
approximation to the scattered ata. This method has many options controlled bythe integer array 
of six elements, IOPT, and thus it can yield several different functions that either interpolate or 
approximate the given scattered ata. In all cases, the resulting function has C t continuity and 
default values are available for each option. For certain option values, BIHASH yields the methods 
described by Foley [19], for which error bonds are derived. In particular, if IOPT  = (0 or 1, 22 or 
33, 0, 0, 0, 0), then the methods in Foley [19] are obtained. 
We first describe the three primary stages and how the various options affect their action. Since 
there are so many options available, we next summarize the options and give some suggestions on 
when certain options should be exercised. Several examples are given in the final subsection. 
3.1. Stage I 
The first stage generates a gridded data problem (XGi, YGj, FG~) for i = 1 . . . . .  NXG and 
j = 1 . . . .  , NYG. If IOPT(5) = 0, then the default uniform grid (XGi, YGj) is generated by letting 
NXG = NYG = min(20, N °5 + 1), xin¢ = (Xmax -- x~in)/(NXG - 2), and then defining 
XG~=xmin +( i -  1.5)*xin ¢ for i = 1 . . . . .  NXG. The values of YGj are computed similarly. This 
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uniform grid satisfies XG~ < xk < XGNx~ and YG1 < Yk < YGNrc, for k = 1 . . . . .  N. Several other 
rectangular grids have been tried, including using roots of Chebyshev polynomials, roots of 
Legendre polynomials and the method escribed by Foley [22] that sorts the Xk and Yk. These grid 
choices were applied to the data sets in Franke [5, 6] and the resulting surfaces were similar to those 
generated using the uniform grid when the same number of grid points were used. 
If IOPT(5) = 1, then the user may input values for NXG, NYG, XG~, i = 1 . . . .  , NXG and YGj, 
for j = 1 . . . . .  NYG. The user may want to exercise this option if the data (xk, Yk) fall on tracks 
parallel to an axis, such is the case with the Monterey Coast data, or if there is some rectagular 
structure to the data that is not uniform. 
Once the grid (XGi, YG i) is defined, the remaining portion of the first stage computes the values 
for FG~j, which are approximate function values to the scattered ata at the points (XG~, YGj), 
i = 1, . . . ,  NXG and j = I , . . . ,NYG.  Optionally, partial derivative approximations may be 
computed in this stage, but this is discussed in the following section where it is more easily 
described. 
If IOPT(2) = 1, then for each grid point (XGi, YGj), the nearest 15 data points (xk,yk) to the 
grid point (XG~, YGj) are found. We define FG~--M(XG~, YGj), where M(x,y) is Hardy's 
multiquadric interpolant, defined in equation (1), applied locally to these 15 nearest points. If 
N < 15, then N points are used instead of 15. This is similar to what is done in Stead [14, 25], where 
19 points are used. 
If IOPT(2) = 0 or I J, where I and J are in the set { 1, 2, 3}, then local least-squares approxi- 
mations are used in the first stage to define FG~j. If IOPT(2)= I J, then a local polynomial 
least-squares approximation of degree I is used to compute FG U at each boundary grid point (i = 1 
or NXG, or j = 1 or NYG), and a local polynomial least-squares fit of degree J is used at the 
remaining interior grid points. The default of IOPT(2) = 0 is the same as having IOPT(2) = 12. 
Let ID = 1, 2 or 3 be the degree of the least-squares polynomial fit. The number of points, NP, 
used by BIHASH in the fit is 8 if ID = 1, 11 if ID -- 2 and 15 if ID = 3. For each grid point 
(XGi, YGj), we find the nearest NP data points. Even though these NP points depend on i and j, 
for notational convenience we denote them by (xl,yt) . . . . .  (xue,ym,), and we denote their 
distances from (XG~, YGj) by d~ . . . . .  dNe, respectively. Let d=max(d~ . . . . .  d~e) and 
define Wk=(l--dk/d)2+O.125 for k=l  . . . . .  NP. The polynomial qu(x,y) of degree at 
most ID is computed that is the weighted least-squares approximation to the data 
(x~, y~ ,fO, • •., (xue, YNP,fNP) using the weights w~ . . . . .  wue. The value of FG U is then set equal to 
q~j(XGi, YGj). For example, if ID = 2 and NP = 11, then we solve the problem 
mint~I~,/tk = t wk[qO(xk'Yk)--f~]2} ' (3) 
for Z l , . . .  ,z6, where 
qij(x, y) = zt + r2x + z3y + "tax 2 + %xy + ~'6y 2. (4) 
The number of points and the weights used in the least-squares polynomial fit are modifications 
of those used by Stead [25], and motivation for these choices is given by Foley [19]. In the 
subroutine BIHASH, the polynomial qo(x, y) is represented using a translated version of that given 
above by replacing x by (x - XGi) and y by (y - YGj) in the r.h.s, of equation (4). The translated 
form is generally more stable numerically, see Rice [29, p. 60], and easier to evaluate at the point 
(XGi, YGj) because q~j(XGi, YG~)= z~. The least-squares problem (3) is solved using the IMSL 
subroutine LLSQF described by Rice [29] and Lawson and Hanson [30]. This subroutine allows 
the choice of a solution of lowest degree if the least-squares problem has many solutions. 
The optimal choice of IOPT(2) depends on the data. If the data is smooth, accurate and 
approximately uniformly distributed, such as the data sets in Franke [5, 6], then values of 1, 22 
and 23 appear to be the most effective based on observations by the author. On the data sets in 
Franke [5, 6], using IOPT(2) = 1 gives slightly better esults in that the discrete rrors are slightly 
smaller on the known functional data. If there are clusters of (Xk, Yk) data, such as those in the 
Monterey Coast data, or if the data are noisy, then one should not use IOPT(2)= 1 because 
Hardy's multiquadric may yield results similar to those in Fig. 2. In these cases, the local 
least-squares approximations are preferred. If the data are locally quadratic or locally cubic in 
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nature, then least-squares approximations of degree 2 or 3, respectively, should be used. The 
reasons for allowing the use of a different degree approximation for the boundary grid points are 
that often the data are linear near the boundary or there are not enough data points near the 
boundary, possibly causing a higher-degree polynomial approximation to yield undesirable r sults. 
Generally speaking, when the degree of the least-squares fit is low, the method is usually more 
stable, less accurate on smooth functional data like those in Franke [5, 6] and less time-consuming 
computationally. The default value of IOPT(2) = 0, which is equivalent to having IOPT(2)= 12, 
is selected with stability and time efficiency in mind. 
The options IOPT(4) and IOPT(6) have the following affects on the first-stage approximations 
of FG~. If IOPT(4)= 1, then the number of points, NP, used in each local approximation is
increased by 5. This is suggested when a low-degree fit is desired and the data are clustered in some 
regions, thus the approximation will be influenced by more points. 
If IOPT(6) = 1, then the values of FG o are changed by first setting FG~ = min(FG o.,fmax ) and then 
FGg = max(FGu,fmm), where from and fmax are the minimum and maximum of the NP points used 
in the local approximation at (XG~, YGj). This will force the first-stage approximations to satisfy 
the local max-min property that f,,m ~< FGu ~<fmax" This option could be exercised if thefk data are 
varying rapidly or if it is undesirable for the interpolating surface to exceed the bounds of the 
smallest and largest fk value. 
3.2. Stage 2 
The second stage of BIHASH computes a piecewise bicubic Hermite interpolant to the gridded 
data (XG~, YGj, FG~j) that is generated the first stage. This piecewise bicubic is a C l function that 
approximates the scattered ata (xk, Yk,fk), but does not nessarily pass through any of the scattered 
data. 
Let g(x, y) be any function such that g and its partial derivatives gx, gy and gxy are defined at 
each of the grid points (XGi, YGj) for i = 1, . . . ,  NXG and j  = 1 . . . .  , NYG. In Prenter [31] and in 
many other references, it is shown that there exists a unique C ~ piecewise bicubic function Hg(x, y) 
that satisfies Hg = g, (Hg)x = gx, (Hg)y and (Hg)xy = gxy when all of these functions are evaluated 
at the grid points (XG~, YGj), i = 1 . . . . .  NXG and j = 1 , . . . ,  NYG. 
The piecewise bicubic Hermite interpolant to the gridded data can be represented by 
where 
and 
NXG NXG 
Hg(x, y)= ~ ~ g(Xa,, YGj)PX~(xlPYj(y) + gx(XG,, YGj)DX,(x)PYj(y) 
i=1 j= l  
+ gy(XG~, YGj)PX~(x)D Yj(y) + gxy(XG~, YGj)DX~(x)D Yy(y), 
PXi(x) = 
(x - XG~)2[2(XG,- x) + Axi_ i]AxF3j 
oXGi x)212(x - XGi) + Axi]AxF 3 
if XG i _ l ~ x ~ XGi 
if XGi <<. x <~ XGi+ l 
otherwise 
DXi(x) = f (i  -- XGi_ i)2(x -- XGi)AxT_21 if XG~_ I <~ x <~ XG~ -XGi+l)Z(x XGi)Ax7 2 if XGi<~x <~XGi+t otherwise, 
(5) 
where Axi= XG~+~- XG~ and P~(y) ,  DYj(y) and Ayj are defined similarly. Since the cardinal 
Hermite basis functions PX~, DX~, PYj and D~ are nonzero on only two intervals each, for (x, y) 
in the rectangle [XG, XGi+I] × [YG~, YGy+I], we have that 
4 4 
Hg(x,y)= F, Y ~,B~(x)C,(y), 
k=l l= l  
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where 
B, (x) = - 2[(XGi+l - x)/Axi] 3 + 3[(XGi+, - x)/Axi]:, 
B2(x) = -2[ (x  - XG,)/Axi] 3 + 3[(x - XGi)/Ax,] 2, 
B3(x) -- (x -- XG,)(XG~+ , - x)2 /Ax 2 
and 
B4(x) = (x - XG,)2(x - XG,+ l)/Ax 2. 
The functions C~(y) are defined similarly and the ~k~ are the function and partial derivative values 
of g (x, y) evaluated at the four corners of the rectangle [XGi, XGi + ~ ] x [ YGj, YGj + ~ ]. For example, 
au = g(XG~, YGj) and ~44 = gxy(XG~+t, YGj+t). Certain subroutines from Dickenson etal. [32] are 
modified and used in the subroutine BIHASH for evaluating the bicubic Hermite function. 
The values for g(XG~, YGj) are computed in the first stage and stored in FG U. IOPT(3) controls 
how the partial derivatives in x, y and in xy are computed at the grid points. If IOPT(3) = O, then 
the partial derivatives at (XG~, YGj) are computed using the partial derivatives of the locally defined 
function generated in the first stage that is used to define FG,j. That is, if Hardy's multiquadric 
method is used in the first stage and M(x ,y )  is Hardy's method applied to the 15 nearest data 
points to (XG~, YGj), then we use Mx(XG,, YGj), My(XG,, YGj) and Mx~(XGi, YGj) as the derivative 
values for gx, gy and gxy, respectively, at the point (XGi, YGy). Similarly, if least-squares 
approximations are used and q~j(x, y) is the local least-squares approximation to the nearest NP 
data points to (XG~, YGj), then we use (qu)x(XG~, YGj), (q~j)y(XG~, YGj) and (q~j)~y(XG~, YGj) for 
the derivative values of the bicubic Hermite function at the point (XGi, YGj). 
If IOPT(3) = 0 and IOPT(6) = 1, then the partial derivatives are s t to zero at (XGi, YGj) in the 
case where the local approximation of the function value at the grid point is not in the range 
[min(fk), max(A)], where the fk are those values used in the local approximation. 
If IOPT(2)= 22 or 33 and these partial derivatives are used, then the results are the same as 
those in Foley [19]. Using the partial derivatives of the local approximations in the first stage by 
having IOPT(3) = 1 is suggested for data sets similar to those in Franke [5, 6]. If the data are noisy, 
then one should not use local Hardy's method with IOPT(2) = 1 and its partial derivatives with 
IOPT(3) = O. If the data are noisy or if there are clusters of (Xk,Yk) data, then using the partial 
derivatives with IOPT(3) = 0 may give undesirable results. For this reason, we allow the options 
that follow. 
If IOPT(3)> 0, then the partial derivatives are computed using the derivatives of univariate 
weighted splines [33] applied to each row and column of the gridded data (XG~, YGj, FG~j). In the 
univariate case, suppose that one is given t~ < t2 < "'" < t., function values s~, s2 . . . . .  s., and 
positive interval weights vt, v2, • • •, v. ~. Let v(t) = v~ for tg ~< t ~< ti+ ~. The weighted spline is the 
unique function W(t) that minimizes 
f t. (t)[u" (t)]2 d t (6) v i 
over all C ~ piecewise cubic functions u(t) that satisfy u(t~)= se, for i = 1 , . . . ,  n. As shown in 
Salkauskas [33], the piecewise cubic function W(t) actually minimizes the integral relation in 
expression (6) over the larger class of functions that consists of those u(t) such that u'(t) is 
absolutely continuous and u"(t) is L2[h, t,]. To solve this minimization problem, one solves a 
diagonally-dominant tridiagonal linear system of equations whose unknowns are the derivative 
values W' (h) . . . . .  W' (t,). The details are given in Salkauskas [33], and it is shown that if all the 
weights vi are equal, then W(t) is the C 2 natural cubic spline interpolant. 
In Salkauskas [33], default weights are defined by 
[ 1 + j " 
This choice makes expression (6) resemble the L2-norm of the curvature of u(t) over the interval 
[h, t~]. Using these weights, the figures in Salkauskas [33] are "tight" C ~ curves that interpolate 
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the data (ti, si). Some other motivation for these weights is that vi is small if the data increases or 
decreases sharply on the interval [t~, ti+~], and that v~ is relatively large if the data changes little 
on the same interval. Since expression (6) is minimized by W(t), W"(t) will be forced to be smaller 
on intervals where the data changes little because v~ is relatively large, and W"(t) will be allowed 
to take on larger values on intervals where the data is rapidly varying because v~ is relatively small. 
The weights used in BIHASH are controlled by the value of IOPT(3), if IOPT(3) > 0. The 
interval weights are defined by 
[ (Si+'--Si~2~ -V 
v,= 1+ t~+i ~] j  , (7) 
where V = IOPT(3) - I. If IOPT(3) = I, then V = 0 and all of the weights vi = I, thus W(t) is the 
C ~ natural cubic spline. As IOPT(3) increases, then the interpolating curve generally becomes 
"tighter" because the weights become smaller on intervals where the data varies rapidly and 
relatively larger on intervals where the data changes only a small amount. It is suggested that if 
IOPT(3) > 0, then it should only take on values in the set { I, 2 . . . . .  6} because larger values could 
yield v~ = 0 due to round-off error. Figure 3 exhibits the global tightening of the weighted spline 
interpolant to the data, denoted by circles, using the weights in equation (7) with V = 0, I and 2. 
For rapidly varying data, IOPT(3) = 3 or 4 is suggested, while IOPT(3) = 1 or 2 is suggested for 
data that does not vary rapidly. 
If IOPT(3) > 0, then the partial derivatives gx(XG~, YGj) and gy(XG~, YGj), that are needed for 
the piecewise bicubic Herrnite, are computed by applying the univariate weighted spline to each 
row and each column of the gridded data (XG~, YGj, FGu), treating each one as a univariate 
interpolation problem. The cross partial terms gxy(XG~, YGj) are computed taking the average of 
three point divided difference approximations to
~y (gx)(XG~, YGj) and ~xx (gy)(XG~, YGj). 
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Fig. 3. Weighted spline interpolants to the circled data using the weights in equation (7) with (a) V = 0, 
(b) V=I  and (c) V=2.  
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3.3. Stage 3 
The C ~ piecewise bicubic Hermite interpolant Hg(x, y) generated in the first two stages is an 
approximation to the scattered ata (Xk, Yk,fk), but it does not necessarily pass through any of the 
scattered ata. If IOPT(1) = 1, then the piecewise bicubic approximation Hg(x, y) is returned by 
BIHASH. That is, Hg(x,y) is evaluated at those (x,y) points that are input by the user. If 
IOPT(1) = 0, then a third stage is performed that yields a C t interpolant to the scattered ata. The 
bicubic approximation, using IOPT(I) = 1, is suggested if the data are noisy or if only a bicubic 
function is desired, while using IOPT(1)= 0 is suggested if the data are not noisy and an 
interpolant is desired. 
If IOPT(1)=0, then we add a correction term to Hg(x,y) so that the resulting function 
interpolates the given scattered ata. We let ek =fk -- Hg(xk, Yk) be the residuals for k = 1 . . . . .  N, 
and we compute a modified Shepard's interpolant S(x, y) to the residual data (xk, y~, ek). S(x, y) 
is defined by 
S(x, y) = 
"ek 
N 
ekp k (X, y) 
k=t 
N 
~pk(Xk,Yk) 
if (x, y) = (Xk, Yk) 
otherwise, 
where the inverse distance is computed by 
pk(X, y) = (T -- tk) 2/(T2tk), 
where tk = (X -- Xk): + (y --yk) 2 and T = 4(Xma x - -  Xmin)(Yma x -Ymin)/N. The modified Shepard 
method is a C l scattered ata interpolant that satisfies S(Xk,Yk)= ek for k = 1 . . . . .  N. 
If IOPT(1) = 0, then the three-stage interpolant F(x, y) = Hg(x, y) + S(x, y) is returned to the 
user, i.e. F(x, y) is evaluated at all of the (x, y) points input by the user. Using the results of Foley 
[22] or by simple evaluation, it follows that F(Xk,Yk)=fk, for k = 1 . . . .  , N. 
References for Shepard's method and several modifications are Shepard [11], Gordon and 
Wixom [34] and Barnhill et al. [35]. In Franke [5], the modified Shepard method yields visually 
"lumpy" surfaces and rates poorly in accuracy on known functional data. However, it is fast 
computationally, it requires little storage, it does not exceed the bounds of the minimum and 
maximum values of ek and, most importantly, it is used in F(x, y) only to interpolate the generally 
small residuals ek = fk -  Hg(Xk, Yk)" 
Since BIHASH limits the number of bicubic grid points to a maximum of 400 because NXG and 
NYG are at most 20, it is straightforward to show that the number of computations and 
comparisons made in the first two stages is linear in N, where N is the number of scattered ata 
points. If IOPT(1)= 1, then each function evaluation requires only a constant number of
calculations because only the piecewise bicubic approximation Hg(x, y) is used. If IOPT(I)= O, 
then each function evaluation of F(x, y) is linear in N with respect o the number of computations 
made because the modified Shepard method S(x, y) also needs to be evaluated. Most scattered ata 
programs require storage for the data (xk,yk,fk) and for function evaluation input/output. 
BIHASH requires approx. 2N + 2400 more storage locations. Recalling that Hardy's multiquadric 
method requires storage of the order of N 2 and computations on the order of N 3, BIHASH is 
preferred when N is large. 
3.4. Summary of options for BIHASH 
The following is brief summary of the options available in BIHASH. The options are controlled 
by the integer array IOPT of dimension 6, where IOPT(i) = 0 yields a default value. 
If IOPT(I) = 0, then three-stage interpolation to the scattered ata is performed. If IOPT(1) = 1, 
then the two-stage piecewise bicubic approximation is generated. 
If IOPT(2) = 0, then this is equivalent to having IOPT(2) = 12. If IOPT(2) = 1, then a local 
version of Hardy's multiquadric method is used in the first stage to generate the gridded function 
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values. If IOPT(2) = I J, where I and J are in the set {1, 2, 3}, then the gridded function values 
in the first stage are computed using local least-squares approximations of degree I for each 
boundary grid point and of degree J for each interior grid point. 
If IOPT(3) = 0, the partial derivatives for the bicubic Hermite second stage are computed using 
the partials of the locally defined functions generated in the first stage. If IOPT(3) > 0, then the 
partial derivatives for the bicubic Hermite second stage are computed by using a univariate 
weighted spline interpolant to each row and column of the gridded data with weights defined by 
equation (7). 
If IOPT(4) = 0, then the number of points used in the local approximations of the first stage 
are those given in the first half of Subsection 3.1. If IOPT(4) = 1, then the number of points used 
in the local approximations of the first stage is increased by 5. 
If IOPT(5) = 0, then the uniform grid (XGi, YGj) is generated as described at the beginning of 
Subsection 3.1. If IOPT(5)= 1, then the user will input the grid by specifying NXG, NYG, XGi, 
for i = 1 . . . . .  NXG, and YGj, for j = ! , . . . ,  NYG. 
If IOPT(6) = 0, then no check is made of the function approximations FGij in the first stage. 
If IOPT(6)= 1, then FG~ is set equal to fmax if FG~ >fro,x, where fm,x is the minimum f~ value of 
the nearest data points to (XGi, YGj) that are used in the computation of FG~. Similarly, if 
FGij <fmin, then FGgj is set equal to fmm- 
The following is a list of suggested values for the option array IOPT on some general types of 
data. The symbol "/" represents the word "or", and " - - "  is used to signify that an entry may not 
be important for this specified data. Note that some data may fit into more than one category, 
in which case the intersection of options is suggested. For smooth, accurate and approximately 
uniform data, such as those in Franke [5, 6], use 
IOPT=(O, !/22/33, 0/1/2, , , ). 
For noisy data, use 
IOPT=(I ,  0/22/33, 1/2/3, , , ). 
For "track" data, such as the Monterey Coast data, use 
[OPT = (--, 0/22/33, 1/2/3, 1, 0/1, --). 
For data with dense clusters in some regions, use 
IOPT = (--, 0/22/33, 1/2/3, 1 , - - , - - ) .  
For rapidly varying data, use 
IOPT --- (--, 0/22/33, 2/3/4, , , 1). 
3.5. Applications of BIHASH 
Due to the large number of options available, only a few illustrative xamples are given. Further 
examples are given by Foley [19], where BIHASH is applied to many of Franke's [5, 6] test 
functions using options of the form IOPT = (0 or 1, 22 or 33, 0, 0, 0, 0). Figure 4 is a plot of 
BIHASH applied to the N = 100 point set in Franke [5, 6] generated by the test function F~ (x, y) 
given in expression (2). The option array used is IOPT = (1, 33, 0, 0, 0, 0), thus Fig. 4 is the 
two-stage piecewise bicubic approximation to the scattered ata using local cubic least-squares 
approximations in the first stage. Figure 5 is the interpolant to the same data using the options 
IOPT = (0, 33, 0, 0, 0, 0). The only difference between these two figures is that Fig. 5 has the 
third-stage correction term S(x,y) added to the surface in Fig. 4 so that the resulting function 
interpolates the scattered ata. The maximum absolute rror for the piecewise bicubic approxi- 
mation shown in Fig. 4 is 0.0355, while 0.0348 is the maximum absolute rror for the three-stage 
interpolant shown in Fig. 5. The mean absolute rror in Fig. 4 is 0.0059, while the mean absolute 
error for the interpolant in Fig. 5 is 0.0046. It is clear in this example that the correction term 
S(x, y) is relatively small. 
Figure 6 is the interpolant using the option array IOPT = (0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0) applied to the N = 33 
point set in Franke [5, 6] generated by the test function F~ (x, y) given in expression (2). As is the 
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Fig. 4. Piecewise bicubic approximation to the N = 100 point set generated by F,(x,Y) using BIHASH 
with the option array IOPT=(l, 33, 0, 0, 0, 0). 
m 
N 
.-l 
Fig. 5. Interpolant to the data used in Fig. 4 usin g BIHASH with option array IOPT = (0, 33, 0, 0, 0,O). 
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Fig. 6. Interpolant to the N = 33 point set using BIHASH with the option array IOPT = (0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0). 
case in Fig. 1, the boxes represent the given scattered ata and the base plane is a contour map 
of the surface above it. The maximum absolute error for Fig. 6 is 0.1395 and the mean absolute 
error is 0.0246. Figure 7 is the interpolant to the N = 25 point set in Franke [5, 6] generated by 
the test function F~ (x, y) using the option array IOPT  = (0, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0). The maximum absolute 
-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~  0.750 u'~" X 
Fig. 7. Interpolant to the N = 25 point set using BIHASH with the option array IOPT = (0, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0). 
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, j  
• 000 
Fig. 8. Interpolant to he N = 64 Monterey Coast data using BIHASH with the option array IOPT  = 
(0, 22, 0, 0, 1, 0). 
error for Fig. 7 is 0.1185 and the mean absolute rror is 0.0273. The discrete rrors and the visual 
smoothness of these examples compare favorably with the best methods tested by Franke [5, 6]. 
In Section 2, Hardy's multiquadric method was applied to the N = 64 points of the Monterey 
Coast data given by Foley [19]. Even though the values offk are in the range [10.22, 14.25], the 
multiquadric interpolant took on values in the range [ -17 ,  52]. Figure 8 is a surface plot of the 
interpolant BIHASH applied to this data set using the option array IOPT  -- (0, 22, 0, 0, 1, 0). The 
Fig. 9. Interpolant to the Monterey Coast data using BIHASH with the option array IOPT  = 
(0, 22, 3, 1, O, 1). 
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Fig. 10. Piecewise bicubic approximation to the Monterey Coast data using BIHASH with the option 
array IOPT = (1, 22, 3, 1, 0, 1). 
actual domain for this surface is [2, 92.2] x [2, 127.6], but it is normalized to the unit square for 
plotting purposes. Using IOPT(5) = 1, the author defined a 5 x 5 grid (XGi, YGj) where each YGj 
approximates one of the five "tracks" of data and the XG~ are equally spaced on the interval [2, 
92.2]. Figure 9 is a plot of the interpolant applied to the same data using the default uniform grid 
and several options that are suggested in the previous section, namely IOPT = (0, 22, 3, 1, 0, 1). 
Figure 10 uses the same options as those used in Fig. 9 with the exception that IOPT(I) = 1, thus 
Fig. 10 is the two-stage piecewise bicubic approximation to the scattered ata. The author used 
IOPT(2) = 1 with many other option combinations on this data set, and the resulting surfaces 
generally exhibited undesirable oscillations. 
4. TR IVARIATE GENERAL IZAT IONS 
We now generalize the methods presented earlier to solve the following trivariate interpolation 
problem: given N points (Xk, Yk, Zk,fk), where the points (Xk, Yk, Zk) are distinct, find a trivariate 
function F(x, y, z) that satisfies F(xk, Yk, Zk) =fk, for k = 1 . . . . .  N. The trivariate approximation 
problem only requires that F(xk,yk, Zk)~'fk. Since most of the following is a straightforward 
generalization of bivariate case, much of the description will be brief. The first subsection 
generalizes Hardy's multiquadric method, the next generalizes BIHASH, and the last subsection 
gives several examples on some new trivariate test functions. 
4. I. Hardy's trivariate multiquadric method 
Hardy's trivariate multiquadric interpolant M(x, y, z) is defined by 
N 
M(x, y, z) = ~. cti[(x - xi) 2 + (y - yi) 2 + (z - zi) ~ + R2] °5, 
i=1  
where R2>0 and the ~ satisfy the N x N linear system of equations M(x~,yk, zk)=fk, for 
k = 1 . . . . .  N. The subroutine HARDY3 is a straightforward implementation f this method. The 
interpolant M(x, y, z) is globally defined and it has continuous partial derivatives of all orders. As 
is the case with HARDY2, this trivariate method requires storage of the order of N 2 and the 
computational requirements are of the order of N 3. 
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The value of R z is again controlled by the two parameters IOPT and RF. If IOPT = 0, then 
R 2 has the default value of 4*AVG, where AVG is an approximation to the average distance 
squared from the data point (Xk, Yk, Zk) to its nearest neighbor. We set 
A VG = [(Xnaax - -  Xmin) (Yma x - -  Ymin) (Zmax - -  Zrnin)/N] 2/3, 
where zm~ is the maximum of the Zk and Zm~, is the minimum. The motivation for A VG is that if 
the box [x~,, X~a~] x [y~,, Ymax] × [Zmin, Zmax] is divided into N cubes of equal volume, then each 
cube would have volume A VG 3/2. Thus the distance squared of a side of each cube is A VG, and 
this is used as a quick approximation to the average distance from one of the N data points to 
its nearest neighbor. If IOPT = 1, then R z is set equal to RF*AVG, and if IOPT = 2, then R 2 is 
set equal to RF, where RF is input by the user in each case. 
4.2. TRIHASH--a  trivariate multistage method 
The first stage generates a gridded data problem (XGi, YG~, ZGk, FGok), for i = 1 . . . . .  NXG, 
j = 1 . . . . .  NYG and k = 1 . . . . .  NZG. I f lOPT(5) = 0, then a default uniform grid is generated that 
is similar to that in BIHASH except that NXG =NYG =NZG =min( l l ,N~/3+ 1). If 
IOPT(5) = 1, then the user may input the values for NXG, NYG, NZG and the grid points XGi, YGj 
and ZGk. 
If IOPT(2) = 1, then for each grid point (XGg, YGj, ZGk), the nearest 15 data points are found 
and FGuk is set equal to M(XGg, YGj, ZGk), where M(x,y ,  z) is Hardy's multiquadric method 
applied to these 15 nearest points. 
If IOPT(2) = 0 or I J, where I and J are in the set { 1, 2}, then local least-squares approximations 
are used in the first stage to define FG~jk. The default value of IOPT(2) = 0 is the same as having 
IOPT(2) = 12. If IOPT(2) = I J, then a local polynominal least-squares approximation of degree 
I is used to compute FG~jk at each boundary grid point, and a local polynomial east-squares 
approximation of degree J is used at the remaining interior grid points. If the degree is 1, then 
the number of data points used in the least-squares fit is NP = 8, and if the degree of the 
least-squares fit is 2, then the number of points used is NP = 15. As in the bivariate case, for each 
grid point (XGi, YGj, ZGk), the nearest NP data points are found and a weighted least-squares 
approximation is computed using the same weights as before. For example, if the degree is 2 and 
the number of points is NP = 15, then we solve the problem 
min _ ~ wt[qok(xt, yt, zl) _ f]2 
l~,} kt=l 
for z~ , . . . ,  rio, where 
q~jk(x,y, z) = zt + r2x + z3y + z4z + %x 2 + z6y z + r7 z2 + %xy + ZgXZ + Z~oyZ. 
The value of FGqk is then set equal to q~jk(XG~, YGj, ZGk). A translated basis is used as discussed 
following equation (4), and the least-squares minimization is computed in TRIHASH using the 
IMSL subroutine LLSQF described by Rice [29] and Lawson and Hanson [30]. The degree of the 
local least-squares approximations for the trivariate case is limited to 1 and 2 because polynomials 
of degree 3 require 19 coefficients and roughly 25 nearest data points to be effective. 
The options IOPT(4) and IOPT(6) have the same effect for TRIHASH as they have in the 
bivariate case. 
The second stage of TRIHASH computes a C t piecewise tricubic Hermite interpolant to the 
gridded data (XGi, YGjZGk, FGok) that is generated in the first stage. A tricubic polynomial of three 
variables can be written in the form 
3 3 3 
2 E btmn xtymzn" 
l=Om=On=O 
Let g(x, y, z) be any function such that g and its partial derivatives gx, gy, gz, gxy, gxz, gyz and gxy~ 
are defined at each of the grid points (XG~, YGj, ZGk), for i = 1 . . . . .  NXG, j = 1 . . . .  , NYG and 
k = 1 . . . . .  NZG. There exists a unique C ~ piecewise tricubic function Hg(x ,y ,z )  that satisfies 
HG = g, (Hg)x = g~, (Hg)y = gy, (Hg)~ = gz, (Hg)~y = gxy, (Hg)~z = g.~., (Hg)y. = gy. and 
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(ng)xzy=gxzy when all of the above functions are evaluated at each of the grid points 
(XGi, YGj, ZGk). 
In order to reduce the computational and storage requirements of the tricubic Hermite 
interpolant, we assume that the mixed partial derivatives gxy, gx~, gyz and gxy~ are zero at each of 
the grid points (XGi, YGj, ZGk). In this case, the tricubic Hermite interpolant to the gridded data 
can be represented by 
NXG NYG NZG 
Hg(x, y, z) = ~ ~" ~ [g(Xa. YGj, ZGk)PX,(x)PYj(y)PXk(z) 
i= l  j= l  k=l  
YGj, zak )D X" i(x )e Yj (y )PZk (z ) 
YGj, zak )PX i(x )D Yj(y )PZk (z ) 
+ gx (XGi, 
+ gy (X'Gi, 
+ g~(XG,, YGj, ZGk)PX,(x)PYj(y)DZk(z)], 
where the functions PXi, DXi, PYj and DYj are given in equation (5), and the functions PZk and 
DZk are defined similarly using Azk = ZGk + l - ZGk. Since these functions are nonzero nly on two 
intervals each, the computation of Hg(x, y, z) requires 32 terms of the form av,,B~(x)C,,(y)D,(z). 
If we use all of the mixed partial derivatives, then Hg(x, y, z) would have 64 terms of the same 
form. Another reason that we set the mixed partial derivatives to zero is that we observed very 
little difference in the accuracy and the visual smoothness between this method and the method 
where the mixed partial derivatives were used. The primary reason for this is that the approxi- 
mations to the exact mixed partials on functional data were not that accurate when using the local 
least-squares approximation or the local version of Hardy's multiquadric method. 
The values for g(XGi, YGj, ZGk) are  computed in the first stage and stored in FGi) k . As in the 
case in the bivariate setting, IOPT(3) controls how the partial derivatives gx, gy and g~ are computed 
at each of the grid points. If IOPT(3)= 0, then the partial derivatives at the grid point 
(XGi, YGj, ZGk) are computed using the partial derivatives of the locally defined function generated 
in the first stage that is used to define FG~jk. That is, if Hardy's multiquadric method is used in 
the first stage and M(x,y,z) is Hardy's method applied to the 15 nearest data points to 
(XGi, YGj, ZGk) , then Mx(XG~, YGj, ZGk), My(XGg, YGj, ZGk) and M2(XG,, YGj, ZGk) are used as 
the derivative values for gx, gy and gz, respectively, at the grid point. Similarly, if least-squares 
approximations are used in the first stage and quk(x, Y, z) is the local least-squares approximation 
to the nearest NP data points to (XG~, YGj, ZGk), then we use (qok)x, (qok)y and (quk)z evaluated 
at the grid point for the derivative values of the tricubic Hermite function at the grid point. 
If IOPT(3)> 0, then the partial derivatives at the grid points are computed using univariate 
weighted splines with the weights defined in equation (7). That is, for j = I , . . . ,NYG and 
k = 1,..., NZG, the weighted spline Wjk(x ) is formed that interpolates the points (XGi, FGuk), 
i = 1 . . . . .  NXG, using the weights in equation (7) with s~ = FGo~ and t~ = XG~. The derivative value 
of gx(XG~, YGj, ZGk) is then set equal to W'(XGi), for i = 1 . . . . .  NXG. The derivative values of 
gy and g~ at each of the grid points are computed similarly. 
The C l piecewise tricubic Hermite function Hg(x, y, z) generated in the first two stages is an 
approximation to the scattered ata (xk, Yk, zk,fk), but it does not necessarily pass through any of 
the scattered ata. If IOPT(1)= 1, then the piecewise tricubic approximation Hg(x,y,z) is 
returned by TRIHASH. If IOPT(I) = 0, then a third stage is performed that yields a C l interpolant 
to the scattered ata. 
If IOPT(1)= 0, then we let ek =fk -  Hg(xk, Yk, zk) be the residuals, for k = 1 . . . . .  N, and we 
compute a modified Shepard interpolant S(x,y,z) to the residual data (xk,yk,zk,e~), for 
k = 1,.. . ,N. S(x,y,z) is defined by 
f ek N 
S(x, y, z) = k=l~ ekpk(x, y, Z) 
N 
Pk (xk, Yk, zk) 
k=l  
if (x, y, z) = (xk, Yk, zk) 
otherwise, 
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where the inverse distance is computed by 
pk(x, y, z) = (T - tk)2+ /(T2tk) 
where 
and 
tk = (X -- Xk) 2 + (y -- yk) 2 + (Z -- Zk) 2 
T = 4[(Xma x - -  Xmin)(Yma x - -Ymin)  (Zmax - -  Zmin)/N] 2/3. 
Based on the discussion in Subsection 4.1, T is 4.  A VG, where A VG is an approximation to the 
average distance squared from one data point (Xk, Yk, Zk) to its nearest neighbor. The modified 
Shepard method is a C ~ scattered ata interpolant that satisfies S(Xk, Yk, Z~) = ek, for k = 1 . . . . .  N. 
If  IOPT( I ) = 0, then the three-stage interpolant F(x, y, z) = Hg(x, y, z) + S(x, y, z) is returned to 
the user, i.e. F(x ,y ,z )  is evaluated at all of the (x ,y ,z )  points input by the user. By simple 
evaluation, it is straightforward to show that F(x~, Yk, Zk)=fk, for k = 1 . . . . .  N. 
Since TR IHASH limits the number of grid points to a maximum of 113 because NXG, NYG and 
NZG are at most 11, it is straightforward to show that the number of computations and 
comparisons made in the first two stages is linear in N, where N is the number of scattered ata 
points. I f  IOPT( I )= 1, then each function evaluation requires only a constant number of 
calculations because only the piecewise tricubic function Hg(x, y, z) is evaluated. I f  IOPT(1) = O, 
then each function evaluation of F(x, y, z) is linear with respect o the number of computations 
made because the modified Shepard method also needs to be evaluated. Other than storing the N 
data points (Xk,Yk,Zk,fk) and function evaluation input/output, TR IHASH requires approx. 
3N + 6000 more storage locations. Since Hardy's multiquadric method requires storage of the 
order of N 2 and computations of the order of N 3, TR IHASH is preferred when N is large. 
4.3. Trivariate examples 
The trivariate methods presented in the preceding sections have been applied to several test 
functions on several different data sets. In this section, we present a few of these test cases. Consider 
the function 
G1 (x, y, z) = 0.75 exp{ - 16[(x - 0.25) 2 + (y - 0.25) 2 + (z - 0.25)2]} 
+ 0.5 exp{ - 10[(x - 0.25) 2 + (y - 0.25)2]} 
+ 0.5 exp{ - 10[(x - 0.75) 2 + (y - 0.125) 5 + (z - 0.5)2]} 
- 0.25 exp{-  20[(x - 0.75) 2 + (y - 0.75)2]}, (8) 
where x, y and z are in the range [0, 1]. Three "slices" of this function are given in Figs 1 la--c, 
where z = 0.5 (a), z = 0.75 (b) and z = 1 (c). Since the function G~ is symmetric with respect o 
the z variable about z=0.5 ,  we have that G,(x ,y ,O)=Gt(x ,y , l )  and G~(x,y,O.25)= 
GI (x, y, 0.75). For this reason, the slices for z = 0 and z = 0.25 will not be shown in the following 
figures in order to conserve space. The interpolants that follow are not symmetric with respect o 
the z variable, but the slices where z = 0 and z = 0.25 are visually similar to the slices where z = 1 
and z -- 0.75, respectively. Another approach for viewing a plot of a function of three variables 
is to present 3-D color contours, as done by Barnhill and Stead [15]. 
Figure 12 is a plot of N = 200 (Xk,Yk,Zk) points, where each coordinate is selected using a 
random number generator that is uniform on the interval [ -0.05,  1.05]. The data points in our 
first test case are  (xk,yk, Zk,f~:) , where fk = Gl(Xk,yk,Zk)" Figures 13a-c represent hree slices 
(z = 0.5, 0.75, l) of the trivariate version of Hardy's multiquadric method applied to this data set 
using the default value for R 2. Discrete errors are computed by evaluating the function and the 
interpolant on an equally spaced 22 x 22 x 22 grid of the unit cube. The maximum absolute rror 
is 0.0466 and the mean absolute error is 0.0045. Figures 14a-c represent three slices, (z = 0.5, 
0.75, l) of the multistage method TR IHASH applied to this data set using the option array 
IOPT -- (0, l, 0, 0, 0, 0). In this example, local versions of Hardy's multiquadric method are used 
to generate function and derivative values at the grid points of the piecewise tricubic Hermite 
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Figs lla--c. Three slices of G)(x,y,z), given in equation (8), where z =0.5 (a), z =0.75 (b) and 
z = 1 (c). 
X 
Fig. 12. Boxes representing the N = 200 random points (x k, Yk, zk) that are used to generate the 4-D data 
used in the following figures. 
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function. The maximum absolute rror is 0.0775 and the mean absolute error is 0.0106. Figures 
15a-c represent three slices (z = 0.5, 0.75, I) of the multistage method TRIHASH applied to this 
data set using the option array IOPT= (0, 12, 0, 0, 0, 0). In this case, linear least-squares 
approximations are used for the boundary grid points and quadratic least squares are used for the 
interior grid points. The maximum absolute error is 0.1711 and the mean absolute rror is 0.0165. 
Our second test case uses the same 200 random (x,, Yk, z,) and function values f* = G~(xk, Yk, Zk), 
where 
Gz(x,y,z)= f Go I(x'y'z) 
to.5 
if 0 ~ Gl(x,y,z) ~ 0.5 
if G~(x,y,z) < 0 
if Gl(x,y,z) > 0.5. (9) 
Three slices of G2(x,y, z) are shown in Figs 16a--c. Figures 17a-c represent three slices (z = 0.5, 
0.75, 1) of Hardy's multiquadric method applied to this second data set using the default value 
of R 2. The maximum absolute error is 0.1152 and the mean absolute error is 0.0133. Figures 18a--c 
show three slices (z = 0.5, 0.75, 1) of the multistage method TRIHASH applied to this data set 
using the option array IOPT = (0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1). Local versions of Hardy's method are used in the 
first stage along with 1OPT(6) = 1, which forces the first stage function values to stay within the 
limits max(f,) and min(f,) of the nearest data points. Setting IOPT(6)= 1 is advised because of 
the truncated nature of the data set. The maximum absolute rror is 0.1378 and the mean error 
is 0.0127. 
Since the 200 points (x,, Yk, Zk) are uniformly distributed, Hardy's multiquadric method and the 
multistage method using local versions of Hardy's method are effective. The multistage methods 
using local polynomial least-squares approximations yields larger maximum errors on these data 
sets. However, if the data is noisy or if the distribution of the data is not uniform, then using the 
local least-squares approximations in the first stage of TRIHASH is preferred. As in the bivariate 
case, if the number of data points is large, then TRIHASH is preferred because the storage and 
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Figs 13a--c. Three slices of Hardy's trivariate interpolant o the N = 200 scattered ata points generated 
by Gl(x,y,z), where z =0.5 (a), z =0.75 (b) and z = 1 (c). 
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Fig. 14a 
Fig. 14b 
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Figs 14a-c. Three slices of the interpolant TRIHASH to the N = 200 data points generated by G~ (x, y, z) 
using the option array IOPT = (0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0). 
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Figs 15a-c. Three slices of the interpolant TRIHASH to the N = 200 data points generated by G: (x, y, z) 
using the option array IOPT = (0, 12, 0, 0, 0, 0). 
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Figs 16a-c. Three slices of G2(x,y  , z),  given in equation (9). 
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Figs 17a-c. Three slices of Hardy's trivariate interpolant to the N = 200 data points generated by 
G2(x, y, z). 
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Figs 18a-c. Three slices of the interpolant TRIHASH applied to the N = 200 data points generated by 
G2(x, y, z) using the option array IOPT = (0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1). 
the number of computations are both linear in N, whereas global Hardy's method requires torage 
of the order of N 2 and computations of the order of N 3. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The methods presented here have been implemented asFORTRAN subroutines and documen- 
tation and sample drivers for the bivariate interpolants are given by Foley [36]. The parameters 
used for the trivariate methods are nearly the same as those used for the bivariate methods. Both 
bivariate methods are effective on the data sets in Franke [5, 6], and Hardy's multiquadric method 
yields slightly smaller rors in most of the cases. When compared with other bivariate interpolants 
in Franke [5, 6], Hardy's multiquadric method is one of the most effective methods. For large data 
sets, Hardy's multiquadric method requires torage of the order of N 2 and computations of the 
order of N 3, while the complexities of the bivariate and the trivariate multistage methods are linear 
in N for both storage and computation. Based on many tests run by the author, if the data sets 
are accurate, smooth and approximately uniform in their distribution, then the multistage methods 
using the local versions of Hardy's method, IOPT(2) = 1, generally ields slightly better esults 
than when local least-squares polynomial approximations are used in the first stage. If the data 
sets are noisy or it their distributions are nonuniform like the Monterey Coast data, then the 
multistage methods using the local polynomial least-squares approximations in the first stage are 
preferred. The other options available in the multistage methods can be useful to a user on rapidly 
varying data or if the user simply wants a piecewise bicubic or tricubic approximation to the 
scattered ata. 
It should be emphasized that there is no unique solution to the scattered ata problem, thus 
several interpolants or approximations should be computed and their results hould be displayed 
graphically. The multistage methods presented here allow the user to compute several interpolants 
and approximations u ing the same subroutine. For bivariate interpolation, the user might also 
use some of the other effective methods mentioned in Section 1. 
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Due to the extensive test ing o f  many  b ivar iate interpo lants  by F ranke  [5, 6], it is possible to 
compare  one method 's  per fo rmance  with another  method.  For  t r ivar iate interpo lat ion,  the author  
is not  aware  o f  any simi lar testing. A useful research pro ject  wou ld  be to compare  many o f  the 
t r ivar iate methods  on several data  sets. 
One  o f  the strong points  o f  the methods  presented here is that  they general ize so easily for solv ing 
in terpo lat ion  and approx imat ion  scattered data  prob lems in several variables.  
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